ORIGIN
Jumpworks
G12 SERIES
The romance and majesty of traversing the galaxy’s greatest terrestrial vistas. The breathless thrill of competing in continent-spanning races. The intense rush of skilled combat with everything on the line.

Origin isn’t in the business of playing it safe. We’ve been pushing boundaries in performance and style for over two hundred years, and the G12 series doesn’t merely follow that tradition of excellence; it forging new paths entirely. Crafted to be the ultimate hybrid of performance and passion, the Origin G12 is a different class of overland rover.

The open road is full of stories. How will you tell yours?
The impossible allure of adventure. The hypnotic clatter of pebbles dancing on metal. A chance meeting in a quiet cantina. An enigmatic glance stolen from across a crowded marketplace. A shared smile and a lingering touch. As the night faded, they drove together towards the breaking sun, ready to discover the next chapter in their stories.
Even when your exploits take you into hostile territory, nothing will surprise you with 360 degrees of roof-mounted security.

You never know when a colorful local might have a crate or two they might need you to transport. Be prepared with two SCU capacity.

Own the road with ultra-high-performance wheels and suspension, custom-designed by Altman.
GRACE
Under Pressure

ORIGIN JUMPWORKS
G12a
The faded scars were each a memory of battles won and loves lost. The deep-set eyes reflected great storms rolling on the horizon across a darkened sea and spark of light. A faded jacket, worn but cared for. This was surely someone who could tell a thousand tales, but the low hum of the engine was all that broke the heavy silence.
DOMINATE SAVAGE TERRAIN WITH AN ENHANCED AND HARDENED WHEEL SYSTEM THAT GIVES YOU A KILLER EDGE IN BATTLE.

THE G12A’S HEAVILY FITTED FRAME ASSURES YOU STAY PROTECTED WHEN THINGS GET HANG, EVEN IN THE MOST ADVERSE CONDITIONS.

MISSILES/COUNTERMEASURES

Control any battlefield with a comprehensive offensive/defensive package consisting of an eight-count missile rack and countermeasures.

ALTIMARI XHO1

Dominate savage terrain and intense skirmishes with an enhanced and hardened wheel system that gives you a killer edge in battle.

HEAVY ARMOR

The G12A’s heavily fitted frame assures you stay protected when things get hang, even in the most adverse conditions.
CHASE
The Wind
Accounts of their exploits would inspire intrepidity, scandal, greatness. In time, it was nearly impossible to separate the legends from the truth. But as the dawn broke over Quinton, none of that mattered. All that mattered was the sweet sting of the morning wind, the thrill of the chase, and the dizzying uncertainty of what waited beyond the horizon.
PRO STYLE
Legendary sport-inspired design, featherweight frame, and minimal armor minimize friction and maximize intensity.

ALTIMARI SUPRA
Durable yet lightweight wheel system grips the road.

EMP
Shut down the competition and avoid risky conditions, courtesy of a fully-integrated onboard EMP unit.
# TECHNICAL Specification

**Light armor**
- **2 SCU Storage**
- 1x S1 Twin Link Remote Turret with 2x S1 Laser Repeaters
- Maximum speed 50 m/s*

**Medium armor**
- **0 SCU Storage**
- 8x S2 Missiles
- Maximum speed 45 m/s*

**No armor**
- **0 SCU Storage**
- 1x S1 EMP Device
- Maximum speed 55 m/s*

*Work in progress figure. May change during development process.

---

**G12**
- 3x Seats
- Custom Altimari Wheels
- Length 7.25 m Width 5.8 m Height 2.75 m (excluding weapon attachments)

**G12a**
- 3x Seats
- Custom Altimari Wheels
- Length 7.25 m Width 5.8 m Height 2.75 m (including weapon attachments)

**G12r**
- 3x Seats
- Altimari XH01 Wheels
- Length 7.25 m Width 5.8 m Height 2.75 m

---

Anything but your average off-road transport, the G12 series sets new standards in adventure performance, fusing rugged capability with the style and attention-to-detail you expect from Origin.
The models featured in this publication are approved for use in the UEE. Some items of equipment are available as extra-cost options only. Specifications correct at date of publish. For information on standard and optional equipment, please consult your local Origin Dealer. The vehicle depicted herein is undergoing concept and design as of the release of this publication. Specifications, features and appearance are subject to revision during development.
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